CO-ALLIANCE FIELD SCOUT

As a field scout for Co-Alliance, you get the opportunity to directly impact a farmer’s operation by means of being the eyes in the field. Throughout the summer, you will be responsible for creating field reports using an iPad to scout for insects, weeds, diseases and disorders that you might find in a farmer’s field. Mentorship and guidance are given to each field scout by means of their Scouting Coordinator who assigns their scouting acres for the week and is available for help when needed! A field scout is able to work outside each day to learn and hone their skills in the areas of agronomy, time-management, self-motivation and organization. Co-Alliance offers mileage reimbursement and competitive hourly pay. We have positions available in several places in central and northern Indiana as well as southwest Michigan. Please contact Sarah Bolinger, Directive Field Scouting Specialist, at sarah.bolinger@co-alliance.com for more information.